
 

 

Addressing the Global Climate Crisis in Your 
Classroom 

SUMMARY INFORMATION 

Title of your project plan: Micro eco-school farming 

Author: Alexandra Duarte 

Short description: Many Teachers & students have their lunches at the school canteen 

every day while many others go to the school cafeteria. In order to reduce the carbon 

dioxide emissions with the waste, this project aims at managing waste with compost 

bins whose contents would later be used in the school grounds in farming patches. 

Simultaneously, water storage containers would be strategically placed around the 

school premises to collect and store rainwater to be later used in our micro farming 

thus saving on the water consumption and on the bill. Whatever products harvested 

there could then be either used by the school itself – in the canteen, cafeteria or food 

bank - or sold in a monthly market to provide some income for new crops and other 

needed investments. Food grown in this sustainable way and traded fairly can be 

essential for our school vitality and economy. 

Table of summary 

Subject(s) Multidisciplinary approach integrating Sciences / Biology, 

Maths, Economy, Geography, ICT and EFL 

Curriculum 

integration 

I’m an EFL teacher, but all my course books / levels have a 

module dedicated to the environment. The 4 traditional 

language skills together with the so-called 21st Century skills 

will come into action and put into practice, including 

translation. 

Teachers from different areas of knowledge will give students 

information about soil characteristics, seasonal products, as 

well as on every vegetable they plant, nutrients and 

relevance on a balanced diet. The scientific method will be 

followed also with observation sheets, documentation in 

spreadsheets and stats. 



 

 

Age of students 13/14 years old 

Number of students 3 classes of around 20 students each 

Time frame/duration Just for planning, 1 month but this would be a long-term 

sustainable project to develop at my school  

Learning objectives 
There is curricular integration of and in different subjects as 

well as real world objectives:  

- to grow responsible and autonomous ; to combine work 

and (education as schoolers will have to take care of this 

garden 

- to promote team work and collaboration 

- to learn the importance of waste management, the 

alternatives and how it may influence the environment and 

landscape 

-to measure and calculate area / seeds / vegetables 

needed  

- to monitor compost development 

- to learn to plant, grow and monitor the orchard 

- to learn about the different vegetables they plant 

- to learn about the main qualities and health benefits of 

each vegetable 

- To extend vocabulary in their mother tongue as well as in 

the foreign language 

- to master the concept (and usage!))of sustainable 

development 

- to use spreadsheets 

- to learn to observe and register data to document and  

share it with the school community using ICT tools 

Resources and tools For the first steps, staff and stakeholders would be asked to 

provide some help, the former with some labour and the 

latter with some tools like hoes, shovels and hoses. Families’ 

support would be required for these endeavours by 



 

 

providing the essential pair of protective gloves for their child 

as well as the first veggies to plant.  

This would be the first step to have a whole-school approach 

and to involve stakeholders and parents actively. The power 

of our community would definitely be much appreciated. 

Expected results The final outcome will be a garden and orchard with edible 

items to be used in the school canteen, cafeteria and food 

bank or sold in a bi-monthly school market to provide some 

money for further investment, in other words, to achieve 

sustainable consumption habits that revert at school and in 

the community. The embellishment of the school grounds is 

also worth mentioning. 

PROCEDURE 

Work process 

State how you intend to work with students. If you intent to create teams of pupils or 

collaborate with other schools or classrooms please provide relevant information. 

To start with, students will work at a classroom level and in different subjects with 

different teachers, in total involving 3 8th grade classes with common teachers. Since 

students would document every step of the process, the growth of the plants they 

planted from seed to maturity and harvest as well as changes occurred and tools / 

resources needed, different teams of students will focus on 

- Waste management 

- Compost development and registration in spreadsheets 

- Maths calculations on area / product  

- Soil study characteristics 

- Choice of vegetables 

- Water and rain water check-ups and measurements 

- Needs assessment  

- Plant watering if and when needed 

- Data collection of the products 

- Product management 

- Text production to detail the different phases of the project and for 

publication, in Portuguese and English for wider visibility and dissemination 



 

 

All would be involved and hands on concerning harvest to have that memorable 

experience of seeing and picking the results of their efforts  

 

Activities 

Provide an overview of the activities that you are planning for this project. Explain 

the procedure of work, the tools you are going to use and explain the role of the 

students and your role. 

Name of activity Procedure 

Development sessions 
1st step:  

To contact local waste management companies that 

provide sustainable waste solutions and recycling 

services in order to ensure some development sessions 

for staff, non-teaching staff (obviously kitchen 

personnel, but not exclusively) and students. These 

sessions would focus on the advantages of having 

compost bins and how to take most advantage of 

them, and well, maybe they could offer some compost 

structures (compost bins); in any case, able hands 

namely some of our non-teaching staff) could also 

build a DIY compost bins, for example, from pallets. 

This would be a coordinated teamwork, led by myself 

and the Sciences teacher to overview the whole 

project. 

Classroom work 

Staff Collaboration 

2ndstep:  

Teachers would collaborate on procedures and on 

how to distribute tasks among themselves and among 

teams of students. 

Stakeholders Support 
3rd step:  

To contact the local Mayor and other Town Hall 

representatives inviting them to step in, either with 

money or compost bins or water storage tanks; 

Students’ Collaboration 
4th step: 



 

 

Students’ involvement and group building based on 

their abilities and preferences. There would be different 

groups per class and, on agreed days/times, on a 

weekly basis, these different groups would meet 

supervised by teachers.  

Implementation 
5th step: 

There aren’t many trees or shades in the school garden 

area, and I believe we could start by planting some 

fruit trees, not just for the shade but, with time, for the 

fruit itself. Taking more advantage of the lawn as well 

as from an existing aquaponics greenhouse, our 

biological vegetable would start to take shape with the 

different contributions of all. The earth would be stirred 

by staff and students; with the needed support from 

the Town Hall, the compost bins contents would be 

spread around the selected areas; parents and local 

producers would be contacted to volunteer with the 

first (seasonal) products to be cultivated in the school 

grounds. 

Development 
6th step: 

The groups in charge of watering the biological garden 

and or of monitoring the greenhouse, would fulfil their 

tasks whenever needed. When the first bio-products 

are ready for pick up, here are the alternatives: 

-the market plans may start if that’s what was agreed: 

to sell some products; 

-in case they are not to be sold, the weekly menus and 

dietary plans will be planned ahead to include 

whatever the garden may provide. There is a nutritionist 

at school so this would not directly involve the students, 

but would be based on the data provided by the 

working groups in charge of registration in 

spreadsheets; 



 

 

-colleagues in charge of the local food banks would 

be contacted and informed of the available products 

(and quantities) to ensure a rightful distribution to less 

privileged families. 

To be continued… 
With different classes and or teachers, this low budget 

project would be continued as long as it is fruitful, 

pleasurable and there is will from all the involved 

parties. And the power of the community, who knows, 

to extend this green project to other local schools! 

ASSESSMENT 

Explain how you intend to assess your students during this project. How would you 

know if the learning objectives have been achieved? 

Students would be assessed according to their engagement, commitment and 

ability to collaborate on a daily basis. The rate of success of the project will also be 

visible to all with the production variety and amounts – if that’s the case. Besides, as 

Portuguese schools now have a degree of autonomy and flexibility for projects, 

teachers would gather to assess spreadsheets, registrations and text production for 

publication in the mother and foreign language. As for the other subjects and since 

varied contents would be introduced along the way, all teachers – either for each 

subject and or together - can create formative assessment moments using tools such 

as kahoot, quizizz…Simultaneously, there would be rubrics for PBL assessment (please 

see annex). However, the most obvious project assessment, again, would be the 

students’ enthusiasm, documentation and products grown. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

ANNEX 1 

 

CREDIT: https://www.rcampus.com/rubricshowc.cfm?code=PXW526A&sp=yes& 

 

 

 

https://www.rcampus.com/rubricshowc.cfm?code=PXW526A&sp=yes&


 

 

 

 


